Morton Marine Parasols

"It isn't that life ashore is distasteful
to me. But life at sea is better."
- Sir Francis Drake
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Introduction
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Monte Carlo

A highly versatile cantilever parasol - rotating, tilting and with height adjustment
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Malaga

A unique “easy up” retractable cantilever parasol
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Antibes

The ultimate polished marine grade stainless steel parasol
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Sorrento

A fabulous multi vent aluminium centre pole parasol
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Algarve

A robust aluminium parasol with hand crank or rope pulley operation
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Trieste

A high strength, classic parasol made from natural bamboo
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Exzentro

A unique offset mast parasol with fibre-glass spokes
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Schattello Inox

A huge imposing centre post parasol for large coverage

13

Zero

A spectacular low profile centre mast parasol, polished aluminium

Comparison chart #1
Comparison chart #2
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MortonMarine
MarineParasols
Umbrellas

introduction
We are a family business with a rare work ethic matched only by the top line quality of our product
portfolio and we expect to work with our clients closely. In this brochure, you will view the finest
marine parasols available for luxury motor yachts and super yachts. We know that the quality of our
parasols is peerless.

quality
We are serious about quality. Our parasols are carefully selected from the worlds leading designer
and artisan manufacturers, specifically for use in marine environments.

price and service
We understand that you are investing in a high quality product. We do not skimp or cut corners in
any way, thus ensuring that your purchasing experience exceeds expectation.

Morton Marine Parasols

This wonderfully versatile model is our
flagship marine parasol, ideal for luxury
motor yachts and is a firm favourite of our
clientele.
A brushed aluminium mast and boom, stainless steel
hardware and exquisite ease of use make this parasol
such a fine piece of equipment. The canopy is able to
manoeuvre through all three axes, with height
adjustment, a tilt feature up to 90° and 360° rotation.
When the canopy closes, it retracts to the side, thus
leaving the previously shaded area completely clear of
obstruction. A removable hand crank is used to open
and close the canopy. High grade solution dyed
acrylic fabrics are used for the covers with a
choice of over 30 colours. The mast diameter
is 55mm (2.165").

Sizes and shapes:
Square: 2.6m
Round: 2.5m; 3.0m; 3.3m
Rectangular: 2.1m x 3.0m
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monte carlo

This unique retractable cantilever parasol
has a clever “easy up” action and may be
opened with one hand.
With a sturdy 100mm (4") square mast made of
powder coated aluminium with stainless steel hardware,
it is an ideal shade for a luxury motor yacht. A stainless
steel air spring assists the opening and closing of the
canopy. Optional heating along with a remote controlled
LED light is available. Up to four canopies may be used
with the one mast, which offers the potential for up to
6m x 6m coverage. High grade solution dyed acrylic
fabrics are used for the covers with a choice of 20
colours.

Sizes and shapes:
Octagonal: 3.5m
Square: 2.5m; 3.0m
Multiple canopy options are
available.
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malaga

This spectacular marine grade stainless
steel parasol is the prince of the luxury
motor yachting world. The Antibes models
natural habitat is the French and Italian
Rivieras.
High strength and ultra-chic comes courtesy of a
polished stainless steel mast and a multi vented canopy
to maximise air flow and provide a uniquely stunning
aesthetic. A double canopy version is also available.
A manual winch is used to open and close the canopy.
High grade solution dyed acrylics or Soltis® fabrics are
used for the covers with a choice of around 20 colours.
The mast diameter is 60mm (2.36").

THIS MODEL IS ALSO AVAILABLE IN
A DOUBLE CANOPY VERSION

Sizes and shapes:
Octagonal: 3m; 3.5m; 4m; 4.5m
Square: 2.5m; 3m; 3.25m; 3.5m; 4m
Rectangular: 2mx 3m; 2.5m x 3.5m;
3m x 4m; 3.5m x 4.5m
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antibes

Artisan design and build takes small
parasols to a new level with a singular
aesthetic.
The Sorrento has a unique multi air vent canopy. This
not only greatly increases stability in windy conditions,
but affords a quite stunning aesthetic that most other
parasols cannot rival. These parasols are hand built,
using the finest materials and workmanship. The mast
and frame are made of anodized aluminium. European
acrylics are used for the covers, with a choice of around
20 colours. The mast diameter is 56mm.

Sizes and shapes:
Square: 3m; 3.5m; 4m; 4.5m; 5m
Rectangular: 2m x 3m; 2.5m x 3.5m; 3m x 4m, 3.5m x 4.5m; 4m x 5m
Octagonal: 3m; 3.5m; 4m; 4,5m
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sorrento

This model is the ideal SMALL aluminium
parasol. Simple and stylish, where high
mobility and quick set up times are a prerequisite and light enough to remove for
stowing.
A glass filled hub ensures smooth operation and the
longevity you expect from investing in high end
parasols. A hand crank or rope and pulley is used to
open and close the canopy. European acrylics are used
for the membranes, with a choice of around 20 colours.
The mast diameter is 55mm.

Sizes and shapes:
Octagonal: 2m; 2.5m; 3m; 3.5m; 4m; 4.5m; 5m
Rectangular: 1.5m x 2.5m; 2m x 3m; 2.5m x 3m; 3m x 3.5m;
3m x 4m
Square: 1.5m; 2m; 2.5m; 3m; 3.5m; 4m
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algarve

This marvellous model is crafted from
natural Bamboo, which is the ideal
construction material for this style of
parasol. Designed for long life with 304
stainless steel hardware, this model adds
a classical look to your deck.
The high grade components and build quality ensures
easy maintenance and repairs ensuring maximum
investment protection. The mast is laminated with full
lengths of bamboo to create a beautifully smooth, one
piece mast that is incredibly sturdy. Hubs, also
laminated, are cut and turned by hand and an elegant
finial ensures the perfect finish. A double pulley system
is used to open and close the canopy. The Trieste also
boasts impressive “green” credentials, with high C02
absorption and bamboo sourced from sustainable
forests.Thick polyester fabrics are used for the cover,
with optional solution dyed acrylics. The mast
diameters range from 38mm to 58mm (1.5" to 2.28").

Sizes and shapes:
Octagonal:
Square:
Rectangular:
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trieste

2.5m; 3.0m; 3.5m; 4.0m
2.1m; 2.6m; 3.0m; 3.4m
2.0m x 3.0m; 2.5m x 3.5m

This model is a unique hybrid of a centre
pole parasol and a side post. Where
neither of the normal options will do, this
clever design offers you the best of both
worlds.
The pole is offset so allowing a clear space for larger
tables and yet the benefit of having the canopy
supported from underneath ensures higher strength
and stability. A wide range of sizes and shapes are
available making this model an attractive shade
solution. An aluminium mast and frame, corrosionresistant hardware and sturdy canopy adds up to a
durable and reliable parasol. A telescopic system allows
table clearance when closing the canopy. The canopy is
opened and closed using a manual lever handle system.
European acrylics are used for the covers, with a choice
of around 20 colours. The mast diameter ranges from
55mm, 76mm or 110mm.

Sizes and shapes:
Octagonal:

3m; 3.6m; 4.3m; 5m; 6m

Square:
Rectangular:
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exzentro

3m; 4m; 5m; 6m

2m x 2.7m; 3m x 4m; 3.5m x 4.5m; 4m x 5m;
4.5m x 6m; 5m x 6.5m

This heavy duty and imposing parasol is
the ideal structure when extensive
coverage is a pre-requisite.
The mast and frame is made of aluminium with either a
white powder coated finish or anodized silver grey. The
spokes are reinforced for extra strength. All the fixings
and hardware are made from 316 marine grade
stainless steel. A removable hand crank is used to open
and close the canopy. High grade European solution
dyed acrylics are used for the covers with a choice of
over 30 colours. The mast diameter is 76mm (3").

Sizes and shapes:
Shapes: Square, Rectangular, Octagonal, Round and Triangular.
Sizes: Many options, please ask for further details.
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schattello inox

The Zero is a dramatic minimalist
approach to shade design. It maximises
overhead shade with a “zero” vertical
canopy profile, which creates an ultra
modern vista.
This parasol is as contemporary as it gets, with an
armour-wall, highly polished aluminium mast and ribs.
The umbrella is finished with stainless steel hardware.
An auto lock pulley system opens and closes the
canopy. Sunbrella fabrics are used for the covers, with
a wide choice of colours. The mast diameter is 38mm
(1.5").

Sizes and shapes:
Square: 2.3m; 2.6m; 2.9m
Octagonal: 2.45m; 3.0m; 3.65m
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zero

comparison chart (1)
Center pole or side post
Size range [metric]
Principle materials used in manufacture
Mast dimensions
Opens with [C]crank or [P]pulley
Swivel 360º feature
Tilt feature
Height adjustment feature
Closes to the side
Lighting options
Heating options
Fabrics: Acrylic / PVC / Sunbrella
Fire retardant fabric option
No. of people required to install
Weight range

algarve

antibes

exzentro

malaga

SP

SP

OFFSET

SP

1.5m-5.0m

2.5m-4.0m

2m-6m

2.5m-3.5m

aluminium

316 stainless steel

aluminium

aluminium

55mm Ø

60mm Ø

55mm-110mm

100mm square

C/P

C

C/P

manual

N

180 º

N

300 º

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

A

A / Soltis

A

A

N

N

N

N

1

2

1 to 3

2

10-20Kg

50Kg

15-50Kg

30Kg

comparison chart (2)
Center pole or side post
Size range [metric]
Principle materials used in manufacture
Mast dimensions
Opens with crank or pulley
Swivel 360º feature
Tilt feature
Height adjustment feature
Closes to the side
Lighting options
Heating options
Fabrics: Acrylic / PVC
Fire retardant fabric option
No. of people required to install
Weight range

schattello inox

sorrento

trieste

zero

CP

CP

CP

CP

2.0m to 6.0m

3.0m to 5.0m

2.1m-4.0m

2.3m-3.7m

aluminium

aluminium

natural bamboo

aluminium

76mm Ø

56mm Ø

38-58mm Ø

1.1/2”

C

P

P

P

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

A

MULTI VENTED
ACRYLIC

POLYESTER / A

A

Y

N

N

N

2

1

1

1

40-60Kg

15-25Kg

10-22Kg

11Kg

Europe, Middle East and Asia
Morton Marine Parasols
UK: +44 (0) 1452 371669
email UK: sales@marineparasols.co.uk
Web UK: www.marineparasols.co.uk

USA, Caribbean and South America
Morton Marine Umbrellas
USA: (866) 247-9758
email USA: sales@marineumbrellas.com
Web USA: www.marineumbrellas.com

photo: Malaga with quadruple canopy

